IT’S SO NICE TO
BE THIS NAUGHTY!

TWISTED
VISIONS
OF JESSE LINDSAY

SEXY TOYS
FOR BIG BOYS
A HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE FOR MEN

THE MISS
EXOTIC DIARIES
IN SEARCH OF THE NEXT QUEEN

MISS EXOTIC OREGON 2013 – AND THE WINNER IS?
(SEE P6.26)
COME OUT FOR SOME CHRISTMAS FUN
WITH LITTLE SASSY CASSEE!
YES, SHE IS BACK! ALL 22” OF HER!
SANTA’S LITTLE ELF IS SLIDING UP
AND DOWN THE WILD ORCHID POLE
THIS DECEMBER 13, 14 & 15! CALL NOW
TO RESERVE A TABLE - (503) 477-7694

COMING SOON
IF YOU GET TIRED
OF THE FAMILY,
COMING OUT ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
BECAUSE WE ARE OPEN!

ARE YOU READY FOR 2013?
ONE THING IS FOR SURE,
YOU BETTER NOT MISS
BRINGING IN THE NEW YEAR
AT THE WILD ORCHID!
A NEW YEAR'S PARTY
NOT TO BE MISSED!!!

COME OUT FOR MIDNIGHT MADNESS!
EVERY DAY AT MIDNIGHT, LAP DANCES FOR ONLY $1!

NOW HIRING DANCERS! DAILY AUDITIONS FROM 1PM-5PM. FOR MORE INFO, CALL 503-737-7180.
Club Rouge
a Gentlemen’s Lounge
403 SW Stark St • Portland, OR 97204
(At The Corner Of SW 4th & Stark)
(503) 227-3936 • myspace.com/clubRougePDX
ClubRougePDX.net

THROWBACK ABSOLUT INDUSTRY PARTY EVERY SUNDAY!
NO COVER CHARGE AND SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL ABSOLUT FLAVORS & ABSOLUT GEAR GIVEAWAYS

BACHELOR/BACHELORETTE PARTY PACKAGES

NOW HIRING ALL EXCEPTIONAL DANCERS
6PM-8PM DAILY

VIDEO LOTTERY CHECK OUT THE LATEST GAMES

Dallas
MORE THAN JUST A STRIP CLUB!

Merry Christmas

CHRISTMAS EVE SPECIALS
MON, DEC 24
OPEN AT 6PM ON CHRISTMAS DAY!
COME PARTY WITH OUR GIRLS WHO MADE SANTA'S NAUGHTY LIST!

HUGE NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
MON, DEC 31
FREE CHAMPAGNE TOAST AT MIDNIGHT!

SUNDAY & MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT CABARET WITH 5 BIG SCREEN TVs!

DANCERS WANTED!
CALL (503) 252-3529
AUDITIONS MON-SAT 2PM-7PM

TIJUANA TUESDAYS
TEQUILA SPECIALS & 3 TACOS FOR $3

Cabaret
SE STARK ST & 176TH AVE

HAPPY HOUR 2PM-9PM DAILY
4 VIP CHAMPAGNE ROOMS
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
BIGGEST HEATED SMOKING PATIO IN PORTLAND!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!
Voted Top 50 Strip Clubs Nationwide!

Play Lottery
Same Here!

Covered Patio!

SAFARI
SHOWCLUB

PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD
503-231-9199

DJ Dick
Hennessy’s

xXX -Mas Party

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 @ 9PM

DJ DICK HENNESSY BRINGS YOU A CHRISTMAS PARTY
GUARANTEED TO BRING THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT OUT OF EVEN
THE BIGGEST GRINCH! COMPLIMENTARY PRIME RIB DINNER,
STONE WHISKEY DRINK SPECIALS, DEBAUCHERY, CELEBRITY
GUESTS, VOODOO DOUGHNUTS, PRIZES & PRESENTS
PROVIDED BY CATHIE’S!

GET YOUR PRESALE TICKETS NOW!
http://dickhennessyxxxmas.eventbrite.com

HAPPY HOUR
MON-FRI 11AM-6:30PM
FREE POOL
SUNDAYS
TACO
TUESDAYS
2 FOR $2!
$6
RIBEYE

BIG NEW YEAR’S
EVE PARTY!

SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
AUDITIONS DAILY • CALL (503) 231-9199 OR STOP BY CLUB • 18 & OVER
JODY'S
BAR & GRILL
PORTLAND'S ONLY FULLY NUDE SPORTS BAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 7AM-2:30AM
12035 NE GLISAN ST • (503) 255-5039
CALL MEL FOR AUDITIONS—(503) 415-1302

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIALS ON BEER, DRINKS, SLIDERS AND WINGS DURING THE GAME

TEQUILA TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS ARE DATE NIGHT! DINNER SPECIAL FOR 2 & WHISKEY AND MARTINI SPECIALS

TACO TUESDAYS
TECATE SPECIAL DURING THE TACO BAR

BLOODY MARY SPECIALS EVERY SUNDAY

OPEN
7AM ‘TIL 2:30AM
CHRISTMAS DAY!
18 & OVER STRIP CLUB

THE GOLDEN DRAGON
EXOTIC CLUB
324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

Jordan
After Hours Club
We Party 'Til The Sun Comes Up!

www.facebook.com/GoldenDragonClub

HOT LAP DANCES • PRIVATE VIP ROOMS
LADIES’ NIGHT AT MYSTIC
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12
JOIN US IN THE VIP ROOM
FOR CHAMPAGNE, CHOCOLATE & SHOPPING!
10% OFF ALL CLOTHING & PARTY SHOES!

BOB WAYNE &
THE OUTLAW CARNIES
LIVE PERFORMANCE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14 @ 9PM
NO COVER

FALCO’S PUB
(503) 477-9628 • DAILY 11AM-2:30AM
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21
APocalypse PARTY
COME DRESSED AS YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED
AND CELEBRATE THE END OF THE WORLD!
• JELL-O CONFESSIONAL
• TEQUILA BAPTISM
• SHOTGUN MARRIAGE
ENJOY YOUR LAST DRINK AT FALCO’S!

NOW OPEN! KISS BOUTIQUE - OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, COME CHECK OUT OUR LARGE SELECTION OF SEXY SHOES, DRESSES & DANCEWEAR!
Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, itching, hives, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, drowsiness, irritability, behavior changes, oily and discharges, premature ejaculation, complete penile dysfunction, lupus, sleep apnea, Lyme disease and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.

Features

**THE MISS EXOTIC DIARIES**

All the backstage foreplay revealed by Lynne L. Strange & Spooky X

**LEGALIZING THE GREEN**

Be careful what you wish for by Statutory Ray

**HOLIDAY HO HO HOS**

Suck on this yule log one time by Kris Stinkle

**GUNS, BONES & FAERIES**

Artistic visions for armageddon by Jesse Lindsay

Insider's Stuf

Guy Stuff's Gift Guide for Men

Erotic City

Miss Exotic Oregon - The Finals

Pinup Calendar

The Erotic Muse
Dakota

Open Christmas!!!
Special $30
All Day And Night!!!
All Female Owned And Operated :: EST 1996

8315 SW Barbur Blvd
503.972.1111 :: PDXGirls.com
Open 9am-5am / 7 days
No Appointment Necessary

Sweethearts Cabaret
GRAND OPENING!!!
COME AND SEE SALEM'S
FINEST LINGERIE MODELS!

OPEN 24/7
NOW HIRING HOT MODELS!

3453 Silverton Rd NE :: Salem, OR 97301 :: (503) 581-7343

BRING IN THIS AD FOR $40 OFF YOUR FIRST HALF HOUR!
(DECEMBER ONLY!)
HOSTED BY
DJ Dick Hennessy

FRONT AVENUE STRIP CLUB

GRAND OPENING PARTY
FRIDAY, DEC 14 @ 9PM

CHECK OUT THE NEWEST STRIP CLUB IN PORTLAND!
VOODOO DOUGHNUTS,
STONE WHISKEY DRINK SPECIALS,
PRIZES AND GIVEAWAYS
COURTESY OF TABOO VIDEO!

WWW.FRONTAVENUESTRIP.COM

3075 NW FRONT AVE • PORTLAND, OR 97210 • (503) 471-9999
ONE MINUTE NORTH OF THE FREMONT BRIDGE

A VERY SPECIAL PERFORMANCE BY FEATURE ENTERTAINER "PRETTY GIRL" ARI

HAPPY HOUR
11AM - 6PM
SEEKING DANCERS & WAITSTAFF FOR ALL SHIFTS!
AUDITIONS DAILY! CALL (503) 819-4345

GUEST DJs WELCOME! BRING YOUR FRIENDS!

$2 PBR ALL DAY, EVERY DAY!
As the holiday season descends upon us once again, it is the time for us to eat, drink, be merry and share good will towards all men (and women of course). That’s the spirit anyway, but sometimes in reality, we take a left turn at Albuquerque, instead of a right. The holidays are always filled with unique pressures and foibles for us all. Not the least of which is the art of gift giving—and by extension, receiving. Like it or not, the giving and receiving of gifts is a part of Christmas for most of us. Like most men, when asked what I wanted, for years I would reply “I don’t need anything. Save your money.” Well, after way too many years of whatever Ronco was selling at a kiosk in the mall, or some teal-colored cable knit sweater (indubitably followed by a trip to the returns desk on December 26), I have changed my answer. Now, I just politely reply, “an Amazon gift card or ammunition.” Easy, simple, no muss, no fuss and something I will always have a use for.

Just in case Cooper’s patented easy answer does not work for you or your wife, girlfriend or life partner wants something more specific or personal, we here at the Guy Stuff testing center have come up with a holiday gift guide for men. After countless hours of scouring the internet, we have come up with some excellent swag ideas for you, which are guaranteed to be better than a tie or fruitcake.

While, at heart, I will always be an analog man, I do appreciate many aspects of the electronic/digital world. First off, if you want a new smartphone, just get yourself an iPhone 5 or 4s. Save yourself any further grief and request one of these. We all may have been correct with VHS over Beta or Blu-ray instead of DVD, but Apple and the iPhone win the smartphone war, hands down. Another kind of cool, handy little device I discovered is the Anker Astro 5600mAh backup external battery pack charger with built-in flashlight. This gizmo is a pre-charged external battery pack that will charge your smartphone when you are away from your car or home.

Another trend that has taken a firm hold in recent years is the streaming of digital content onto your TV screen. Here are a couple of very cool devices to make that task easier for you. The Roku LT/HD streaming box, is a nifty little unit that has managed to shave the price down to a sexy $50 by jettisoning unnecessary features, while keeping all of the streaming content we love (Netflix, Amazon Instant, Hulu Plus, HBO Go, MBLTV and Pandora to name a few).

For all you Apple fans out there, Apple TV is a no-brainer. Airplay is the killer feature here, letting you wirelessly stream audio and video from nearly any app, straight to your TV. A little pricier (it is Apple afterall) at $98. The last item that I am going to include for your holiday electronics is the new Kindle Paperwhite. While e-readers are nothing new, (I have resisted them like the plague up until this point—preferring old fashioned real books) this one really caught my attention. It is ultra-lightweight, thinner than a pencil and displays the material like a real book. With an entry price of $120, it would make a lovely addition to a real library.

On to some digital brain candy for us to devour while we wait for Christmas dinner to be served. First up, two of the most popular video game releases of the season: Call of Duty: Black Ops II, and Assassin’s Creed III (a favorite of our editor in chief and sure to be on his list). In the movie section, we have the big boxset releases of the year. Indiana Jones: The Complete Adventures on Blu-ray collects all four Indy movies along with a boatload of extras. Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight Trilogy is also released in a collector’s boxset. Also, to celebrate the Rolling Stones 50th anniversary, we have the release of GRRR—the new Rolling Stones greatest hits boxsets, available in three versions ranging from standard to super deluxe. All versions include the first two new songs released by the lads in ages.

Back in the 1890s to the 1920s it was common for men to give weapons to their comrades as gifts of appreciation, often fancy grade or engraved. I know several families where this tradition continues. To honor this excellent manly custom, I steer you towards Cimarron Arms. With multiple reproductions of guns that won the West to some very cool versions of guns used by Hollywood legends. Some of these include a version of the SAA John Wayne used, Clint Eastwood’s 1851 navy conversion from his spaghetti westerns and an awesome 1887 lever-action shotgun like the one used in Terminator 2. Something else to look at are the excellent 22 LR versions of the M4/AR-15 made by Walther for both Colt (22 M4 Ops) and H&K (416 22). You can still go out plinking all afternoon with a brick of 22s for less than 40 bucks. Or, if a good blade is more your style, I can recommend the Spyderco Tenacious priced at only $33. It has features normally found on knives that normally cost more than 2-3 times that. Also, check your list for the Al Mar SERE Series of folding knives, available in two sizes in either satin or black blade finishes. I have always considered these the Cadillac of production folding knives. They are also headquartered locally in Lake Oswego.

How about a gift for the guy that either has everything, or sadly, no interests? For years, I struggled with what to get my dad every year. His only hobby was working on cars. By 1973, he had every tool known to man, so that was out. After several years of seeing his books, movies and a set of golf clubs gathering dust, it hit me. He loves to eat! Not cook, mind you, but eat. So, every year since that moment of clarity, I have signed him up for one type of food of the month service or another. One that was a big hit and I recommend, is the Bacon of the Month Service by baconfreak.com. Subscriptions are available in 3, 6 and 12-month packages. Another manly gift to give and receive, that is usually a safe bet, is booze. This time of year, most distilleries and distributors have some form of gift specials for your favorite wingman’s poison of choice. I think that will wrap up our first annual Guy Stuff Men’s Christmas Gift Guide. Here is a traditional Irish Christmas toast that is very fitting for our industry, “Nollaig faoi shéan is faoi shonas duit”—translation, “A prosperous and happy Christmas to you and yours.”

’Til next year, smoke ‘em, if you got ‘em.
A real library. This is one of the killers. It has a price of $120, it would make a lovely addition to a home. While for your holiday electronics is the new Kindle Paperwhite (it is Apple after all) at $98. The last item that I am going to include is the killer feature here, letting you wirelessly stream audio to your home stereos. This is a no-brainer. For all you Apple fans out there, Apple TV is a no-brainer.

Another trend that has taken a firm hold in recent years is the use of digital media. While, at heart, I will always be an analog man, I do appreciate the many aspects of the electronic/digital world. First off, if you want something very specific for the man in your life, which are guaranteed to be better than a tie or fruitcake, you have come up with some excellent swag ideas for your wife, girlfriend or life partner. That's the spirit of giving—and by extension, receiving. Like it or not, the giving and receiving of gifts is a part of Christmas for most of us. Like it or not, the giving and receiving of gifts is a part of Christmas for most of us. The holidays are always filled with unique pressures and foibles for us all. Not the least of these pressures is the art of gift giving—and by extension, receiving. Like it or not, the giving and receiving of gifts is a part of Christmas for most of us.

While keeping all of the streaming content we love (Netflix, Amazon Instant, Hulu Plus, HBO Go, MLBTV and Pandora to name a few), we here at the Guy Stuff thought it would be nice to provide you with a holiday gift guide for men. After countless hours of scouring the world of very cool devices to make that task easier for you. The possibilities are endless. But, before I get too excited, I have a word of caution: while keeping all of the streaming content we love (Netflix, Amazon Instant, Hulu Plus, HBO Go, MLBTV and Pandora to name a few), we here at the Guy Stuff thought it would be nice to provide you with a holiday gift guide for men. After countless hours of scouring the world of very cool devices to make that task easier for you. The possibilities are endless. But, before I get too excited, I have a word of caution: you, which are guaranteed to be better than a tie or fruitcake.

I just politely reply, "an Amazon gift card or ammunition." Easy, no muss, no fuss and something I will always have a use for. I have changed my answer. Now, every year since that time of year, most distilleries and distributors have some form of gift specials for your favorite wingman’s poison. I think that will wrap up our first annual Guy Stuff Holiday Gift Guide for Men. Continued...
Bottoms Up!

16900 NW St. Helens Rd • (503) 621-9844

Just 10 minutes away from downtown Portland.

Your home away from home.

Carmen

NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS
OPEN @ 11AM • 7 DAYS A WEEK
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
WWW.BOTTOMSUPPIX.COM
EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL

NYE PARTY
MONDAY, DEC 31
BRING IN 2013 AT
PORTLAND’S #1
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
A NIGHT OF FUN
& CELEBRATION

WINTER FREEZE VIP EVENT
SATURDAY,
DEC 8 @ 9PM
FEATURE PERFORMANCES
BEVERAGE SPECIALS
GIVEAWAYS

NOW HIRING, AUDITIONS HELD DAILY
240 NE COLUMBIA BLVD · (503) 285-0281
OPEN DAILY AT 11AM-2:30AM · FULL SERVICE FOOD & LIQUOR · LOTTERY · BEST VALUE · PORTLAND’S BUSIEST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
GREAT FOOD · MORE THAN 100 TOP ENTERTAINERS · CENTRALLY LOCATED NEAR DOWNTOWN & PDX
Exotic City

With only a few weeks left before this doomed, wonderful planet of ours will supposedly be wiped out by the Mayan Apocalypse, it’s time to start thinking about what’s really important in our lives—like the fact that if we do survive somehow, how in the hell will we be able to survive without a Hostess Twinkie? Is there really any reason to even try to go on living without a Ho-Ho? When you look on eBay and see the doomsday preppers trying to fund their fallout shelters by auctioning off boxes of Twinkies as high as $1,000 a box, you really gotta start to wonder if this planet is even really worth saving. However, I do find it a little strange, that scientists have discovered the Twinkie was so loaded with preservatives that this spongy little piece of crap would actually be able to survive an apocalypse. Strange coincidence, that Hostess is perched to close its doors just before the end of the world comes knocking.

Meanwhile, back in the land of titties, tattoos and food carts, we here at Exotic, really couldn’t give two shits about an imaginary rapture, Armageddon or Y2Kaos. We have far more important issues to address, such as...

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT MISS EXOTIC OREGON?

By the time you’re reading this and after three months of dragging our naked little circus back and forth from one end of this town to another, we have finally selected the best of Portland’s exotic entertainers. On December 7 at Dante’s, the pageant will feature 15 finalists competing for $5,000 in cash, $2,500 in prizes and the cover of next month’s special Miss Exotic Oregon issue. After taking almost a year off from our promotional calendar for health and recovery reasons, it appears that absence has made the heart grow fonder. This year’s events have broken records for both participation and attendance (almost) straight across the board.

Another record that has been shattered, almost single-handedly, is the volume of the always controversial (purchased) votes. Exotic has been slammed by not only contestants (usually the ones that don’t win) as well as other “promoters” (who simply pick their own winners and offer no prizes outside of a pizza with a plastic trophy) for allowing a portion of the contestants score to be purchased in the form of votes (aka Mardi Gras beads). Now, even though every single contestant is given a complete explanation of scoring, rules and restrictions, it seems like most clothing deficient performance artists (aka strippers) could stand a course or two at the Derek Zoolander School For Kids Who Don’t Read Good. Okay, I’m not saying they can’t read, I’m just suggesting that they choose not to.

The pressure these events can put on an entertainer’s ego can be relentless punishment. So, I can understand the typical reaction for someone to think they’ve failed, because the girl that came in first “bought the win.” But, I’m here to set the record straight for those of you who actually choose to read. Exotic’s promotional events are all run in the same fashion. Scoring categories may vary from one event to the next, but the formula is the same whether we’re judging pole work or tattooed vaginas. And, this is how it breaks down:

70% of scoring is attributed to a panel of judges. Five categories have a potential score of 10 points each (such as grace, agility or theme) in addition to an anchor category which scores up to 20 points (such as beauty in Miss Exotic Oregon or pole skills in Pole-A.) The scoring in this category is as follows:

1st place receives 70 points, 2nd receives 65 points, 3rd receives 60 points and so on, in scores decreasing by five points with each position.

The remaining 30% is split right down the middle with 15% for audience response (measured by a noise meter at the finals) and 15% votes (the majority of which are purchased for $1 each, although a portion of votes are also awarded for placing in the top three positions in preliminary or semi-final rounds, as well as votes that are given away freely with all paid admissions.) Scoring in both of these categories is the same. 1st place receives 15 points, 2nd receives 13 points, 3rd receives 11 points and so on, in scores decreasing by two points with each position.

So now that we have you trained on Vaginal Accounting 101, let’s do a couple of sample scores to demonstrate how the...
Barbie received 4th place with judges, (55 points) 1st place in votes (15 points) and 8th place in audience response (3 points) for a total score of 73 points.

Bunny took 1st place with judges, (70 points) last place in votes (0 points) and 4th place in audience response (9 points) for a total score of 79 points.

Barbie had her boyfriend buy her $800 in votes, and even though her ass could divide continents, she didn’t bother to come up with a theme, and can’t dance, so the judges scored her poorly. Bunny was new in town and the poor girl didn’t know a soul. But she defied gravity on the pole and danced to a dubstep version of Swan Lake and released live swans on stage, so the judges and the audience fukin’ loved her.

Bunny won—without a single paid vote. Barbie lost by trying to buy the win without bothering to put together an act to go with her slamming body and didn’t bother to bring in a pose to scream her name. This may be an extreme scenario, but it should help the reader (and hopefully a contestant or two) understand exactly how this shit works.

Some online contests allow interested parties to vote as many times as they want. This method seems to reward people who have nothing better to do with their time, than sit online clicking their name as many times as they are allowed—oft producing grossly lopsided results. In a method such as this, award-seeking hopeful will attempt to nominate themselves in every possible category, from bushiest pubic hair to sexiest sphincters. On the opposite side of the coin, we here at Exotic would rather award those who earn it with serious skills and volumes of support and appreciation.

If you would like to see this production in action, join us for the Miss Exotic Oregon Finals at Dante’s on Friday, December 7 where each and every one of your votes counts! See page 26-29 for more on Miss Exotic Oregon 2013.

While three lovely ladies will be taking home a sweet cash prize for the holidays, we decided to check in with your local strip club DJs to see what they hope to find under their tree this year. So, we checked with the Bastard’s Guild to present you with…

**A BASTARD’S XMAS WISH**

1. Pygmy animals and midgets to make the strangest bestiality videos ever.
2. Shock collars for dancers late to stage. One free “Fuck you, I’m not playing that stupid song request” a night with no repercussions. Oh, and a pony and a firetruck.
3. Another year in an industry, where at the end of the day, you had good times with friends, made some money and got to put a smile on a few random faces.
4. This year, for Christmas, I want the Mayans to be right.
5. I want a strip club to do a full page ad in Exotic that folds to make a funny picture like the back page of MAD magazine.
6. All I want for Christmas, is for the mic cord to be ruled inadmissible.
7. Furry strip clubs. All cat girls, all the time! Seriously Portland, we need to make this happen. For a city that prides itself on being so weird, we have a surprisingly small furry community.
8. Would a white Christmas be too much to ask for? Just like the ones I use to dream of? Or, is it just gonna fucking rain more?
9. Large gratuities for quality genitainment.
10. This year, I want the hipsters to realize that we can tell the difference between fake intellectualism and real intelligence. They should follow up on this epiphany by taking up carnivorous eating habits, watching movies and listening to bands that the rest of us have heard before (we’ve heard these bands because they’re actually good) and they will all get lenses in their glasses, so they can see that their Instagram photo of lunch isn’t art. Pretty soon, all the hipsters will become so intelligent that instead of producing things like beanie caps with beards attached, one of them may actually create a new solar cell or a dick that can suck itself. Something useful, ya’ know? Next year, we can worry about evolving the Juggalos.

If I could have one industry wish for Christmas personally, I think it would probably be a month without a deadline (Greatest Hits Issue anyone?) So, there you have it Portland, hopefully all of your wishes will find their way to you and yours this holiday season. We’ll see you in 2013, with the all-new Miss Exotic Oregon!

**DECEMBER EVENTS**

**Thu 6** - Heat - Pole Dancing Contest - open to all entertainers

**Fri 7** - Dante’s - Miss Exotic Oregon 2013 - The Finals! - Come show your support for your favorite contender and help us pick the next Miss Exotic Oregon & who will win over $5,000 in cash & prizes plus the cover of next month’s Exotic magazine

Presley’s Playhouse (Salem) - Presley’s Birthday Party
Diamonds Gentlemen’s Club - Grand Opening Party with XXX Adult Film Star Trisha Uptown

**Sat 8** - Exotica International - Winter Freeze VIP Event with feature performances, beverage specials & giveaways

King’s Wild - 1-Year Anniversary Party with feature performances by special guest entertainers from the past & present
Presley’s Playhouse (Salem) - Presley’s Birthday Party
Diamonds Gentlemen’s Club - Grand Opening Party with XXX Adult Film Star Trisha Uptown

**Wed 12** - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Ladies’ Night in the VIP room with champagne, chocolate & shopping at 10% off in the new Mystic Boutique
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Hump Day Holiday - come get your picture taken with Santa, who has gifts for everyone

**Thu 13** - Wild Orchid - Holiday feature entertainment with 22” Little Sassy Cassee

**Fri 14** - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Live music with Bob Wayne & The Outlaw Carnies

Wild Orchid - Holiday feature entertainment with 22” Little Sassy Cassee
Diamonds Gentlemen’s Club - Feature entertainer Spo-Kami from VH1’s Rock of Love Tour Bus
Pallas Club - $1,000 Pallas Princess Contest - last chance to qualify
Front Avenue Strip Club - Grand Opening Party with Stone Whiskey drink specials & giveaways courtesy of Taboo Video

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Bring in a new, unwrapped toy for Toys for Tots & Shriners Children’s Hospital for free admission

**Sat 15** - Wild Orchid - Holiday feature entertainment with 22” Little Sassy Cassee
Diamonds Gentlemen’s Club - Feature entertainer Spo-Kami from VH1’s Rock of Love Tour Bus
Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Bring in a new, unwrapped toy for Toys for Tots & Shriners Children’s Hospital for free admission
Sun 16 - Devils Point - 8th Annual Bad Christmas Sweater & Mustache Contest

Wed 19 - Club 205 - Pole Dancing Contest - open to all entertainers

Fri 21 - Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Christmas in Paradise Party (if the world doesn’t end) with Hawaiian shirts & grass skirts, traditional island buffet & authentic music by Long Kiss Goodnight

Doc’s XXX - Doomsday Party with 2-girl shows, drink specials & giveaways

Safari Showclub - DJ Dick Hennesy’s xXx-Mas Party with complimentary prime rib dinner, Stone Whiskey drink specials & prizes from Cathie’s

Tue 25 - Merry Christmas!

Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free Christmas Dinner (open at 4pm)

Tue 31 - New Year’s Eve - Celebrate Responsibly

Cabaret - Huge New Year’s Eve Party with free champagne toast at midnight

Safari Showclub - Big New Year’s Eve Party

Wild Orchid - A New Year’s Eve Party you won’t want to miss

Exotica International - New Year’s Eve Party with a night of fun & celebration

Soobies - Party with champagne toast at midnight & $1 dances every hour starting at 9pm

Stars Cabaret (all locations) - New Year’s Eve Party - call for party packages

WEEKLY EVENTS

MONDAYS

King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens plus giant projection TV with 50 cent hot dogs & tacos & $1 drafts during the game

Jody’s Bar & Grill - Monday Night Football with prizes & giveaways

Dante’s - Karaoke From Hell - sing with a live band

Stars Cabaret (Salem & Bridgeport) - Free Prime Rib with paid admission 6-9pm

Pallas Club - Monday Night Football with $1 pizza slices & draft specials

Boom Boom Room - Bad Girl Mondays

TUESDAYS

Lucky Devil Lounge - Tiny Tuesdays with your host 3’6” Nik Sin

Club 205 - 2-for-Tuesdays with 2-girl shows

Heat - Authentic Mexican menu plus IPA draft specials plus topless servers

Jody’s Bar & Grill - Tequila Tuesdays

Devils Point - Soul Night

Safari Showclub - Taco Tuesdays 2 for $2

Cabaret - Tijuana Tuesdays with tequila specials & 3 tacos for $3

WEDNESDAYS

Heat - Wild Wednesdays - drop in from 8pm - 10pm for wild beer specials

Devils Point - 80s Night

Jody’s Bar & Grill - Whiskey Wednesdays plus mid-week martini specials all day long

Sassy Cassee appearing at Wild Orchid.
Sun 16 - Devils Point - 8th Annual Bad Christmas Sweater & Mustache Contest
Wed 19 - Club 205 - Pole Dancing Contest - open to all entertainers
Fri 21 - Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Christmas in Paradise Party (if the world doesn’t end) with Hawaiian shirts & grass skirts, traditional island buffet & authentic music by Long Kiss Goodnight
Doc’s XXX - Doomsday Party with 2-girl shows, drink specials & giveaways
Safari Showclub - DJ Dick Hennesy’s xXx-Mas Party with complimentary prime rib dinner, Stone Whiskey drink specials & prizes from Cathie’s
tue 25 - Merry Christmas!
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free Christmas Dinner (open at 4pm)
tue 31 - New year’s Eve - Celebrate Responsibly
Cabaret - Huge New Year’s Eve Party with free champagne toast at midnight
Safari Showclub - Big New Year’s Eve Party
Wild Orchid - A New Year’s Eve Party you won’t want to miss
Exotica International - New Year’s Eve Party with a night of fun & celebration
Soobies - Party with champagne toast at midnight & $1 dances every hour starting at 9pm
Stars Cabaret (all locations) - New Year’s Eve Party - call for party packages

WEEKLY EVENTS

MONDAYS
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens plus giant projection TV with 50 cent hot dogs & tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Monday Night Football with prizes & giveaways
Dante’s - Karaoke From Hell - sing with a live band
Stars Cabaret (Salem & Bridgeport) - Free Prime Rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Pallas Club - Monday Night Football with $1 pizza slices & draft specials
Boom Boom Room - Bad Girl Mondays

TUESDAYS
Lucky Devil Lounge - Tiny Tuesdays with your host 3’6” Nik Sin
Club 205 - 2-for-Tuesdays with 2-girl shows
Heat - Authentic Mexican menu plus IPA draft specials plus topless servers
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Tequila Tuesdays
Devils Point - Soul Night
Safari Showclub - Taco Tuesdays 2 for $2
Cabaret - Tijuana Tuesdays with tequila specials & 3 tacos for $3

WEDNESDAYS
Heat - Wild Wednesdays - drop in from 8pm - 10pm for wild beer specials
Devils Point - 80s Night
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Whiskey Wednesdays plus mid-week martini specials all day long
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free Prime Rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Pallas Club - Bad Girl Wednesdays where the ladies get all the specials

THURSDAYS
Heat - Double Trouble Thursdays with 2-girl shows
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Taco Thursdays with all-you-can-eat for $2
Carnaval (Male Dancers) - Amateur Night
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens plus giant projection TV with 50 cent hot dogs & tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Pallas Club - Latin Thursdays with Mexican food & latin beats
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Ladies’ Night - Be the lucky girl to choose a Stars Cabaret Diamond worth $1,000

SUNDAYS
Dante’s - Sinferno Cabaret
Club Rouge - Throwback Absolut Industry Party with special prices on all Absolut flavors plus Absolut gear giveaways
Pallas Club - Service Industry night specials with OLCC
Devils Point - World Famous Stripparaoke!
King’s Wild - NFL HQ on 13 big screens plus giant projection TV with 50 cent hot dogs & tacos & $1 drafts during the game
Safari Showclub - Free pool all day & night

Sassy Cassee appearing at Wild Orchid.
Laura

33 NW 2ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97209
503-243-4646
(LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 2ND AND COUCH)

SUN-THU 6PM - 2:30AM
FRI & SAT 3PM - 2:30AM

HOLIDAY HOURS
WE WILL BE CLOSED XMAS EVE
WE ARE OPEN XMAS DAY 6-CL.
NEW YEAR'S EVE 6-CL
NEW YEAR'S DAY 6-CL

SpyceClub.com
PORTLAND'S HOTTEST MODELS

Secret Rendezvous
portland's best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

12503 SE DIVISION ST #C • 503-761-4040
NEWLY REMODELED • UPSCALE & CLEAN • OPEN 24 HOURS
NOW HIRING HOT MODELS • CALL 503-761-4040
NOW OPEN UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

LOWEST HOUSE FEES IN TOWN!
You are cordially invited to join us for the final round of a competition 3 months in the making!

Starring 16 of Oregon’s sexiest exotic entertainers, representing the state’s finest gentlemen’s clubs.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7
THE FINALS
AT DANTE’S
3RD & BURNSIDE - DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

21 & OVER - DOORS AT 8 - SHOW AT 9:30 - $20 COVER - FOR VIP TABLES, CALL 503.816.4174
Another Thursday evening, and I found myself packed between the judges at Mystic Gentlemen’s Club for the third-of-four rounds of preliminary competition, which would advance five more hopefuls on the next step to the Miss Exotic Oregon Final—where for only the second year in a row, the reigning queen of exotic beauty and nudity would be chosen by her adoring fans, peers and certified industry critics.

As a stripper and former competition winner, I was excited for another evening of beer and boobs, yet I sensed the palpable nervousness amongst the competitors as they made last minute adjustments to their props and costumes in the backstage area. This night was a bit unique—I had my mother in tow. Yep, Mama Elle was in town and I had dragged her along with me, convincing her that it wouldn’t be awkward at all. As I explained to the other judges, “She was a dance teacher for years, so she can appreciate the pole work. And now, she is a teacher for mentally handicapped children, so she can handle the people.”

Our shows producer was so impressed by her credentials, that after we learned that one of our judges, Statutory Ray, had been rushed to Providence due to a bacon-induced seizure, Mother was signed in as a judge (which resulted in an all-female judging panel for the first time in Exotic event history.)

We scanned the audience. Two women and a young man stood out sorely—wearing plaid shirts and cowboy hats. I learned that one of the women was Belle, a competitor from Firehouse Cabaret, in Salem, who had just missed qualifying at an earlier round and was giving it one more try to make her spot in the semi-finals. She boldly danced to two country songs and was scored highly for having a consistent theme. A lovely blonde from Club 205, named Lexi, danced to two versions of Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best Friend with her tanned, slender body adorned in glittering rhinestones. At one point, she leaned in, smiled and presented Miss Exotic Oregon 2012, Lady Stockholm and myself with two tiny boxes which contained glittering earrings. A charming thing to do, unfortunately, there is no score box for presents.

The week after, I was seated at Club Rouge between Lady Stockholm and a now recovered and pork-free Statutory Ray. Ray was half boasting, half complaining of his sobriety. No small feat indeed, especially when it’s your job to be surrounded by alcohol several nights of the week. I sipped my Guinness and looked around. Maggie, from Sassy’s, turned out a delightfully retro set and I didn’t even score her down when she slipped on some dollars and squealed as she fell on her bottom. She handled it well and went into some leg movements and floor work. Cricket, from Devil’s Point (Miss PoleroticA 2010), turned out another amazing performance and even had the good sense of humor to show us how she really felt when she stuck her finger up her nose while inverted and dangling beautifully from the ceiling. I didn’t even stifle a laugh.

As we stormed into November, I was unfortunately not able to attend the first Semi-Final Round, which was held at Wild Orchid, but the intensity was obviously still buzzing from the previous round when I arrived at Mystic for the 2nd Semi-Final Round. Upon peeking into the backstage dressing room, I found Lara Croft adjusting her gun holster and tightening her boot laces. She smiled quietly. The Tomb Raider, was actually Miss Jordan from Golden Dragon, admitted to being “nervous, of course.” As Jordan is inarguably one of the front-running competitors to earn the next crown of Miss Exotic Oregon, (based on her scoring off the charts in her qualifier round), I asked her what she had considered buying with her portion of the $5,000 cash prize. Without hesitation, she replied, “It will go towards my baby’s college fund.” Considering that the woman has a body that looks to have been sculpted...
All-female judging panel for the first time.

Ray, had been rushed to Providence due to a bacon-induced seizure. Mother was so impressed by her credentials, that after we had dragged her along in town and I had dragged her along as they made last minute adjustments to the pole work.

And now, she is a teacher for mentally handicapped children, so she can handle it well and go into Soren High, of Mystic, her left hand dominant with my spins and lifts. She handled it well and went into some leg dangling beautifully from the ceiling. I was scored highly for having a consistent and nudity would be chosen by her adoring fans, peers and certified industry critics.

Final—where for only the second year in a row, the reigning queen of exotic beauty, the Light of our Dios, would advance five more hopefuls to the Miss Exotic Oregon Golden Dragon, admitted to being “nerd’s eye view.”

As a stripper and former competition winner, I was excited for another evening of beer and boobs, yet I sensed the palpitations of my heart. The intensity was obviously still buzzing from the previous round when she stuck her finger up her nose while inverted and screamed in approval.

Luka Bazooka was half boasting, half complaining, “I hit someone in the face. I’m so fortunate, they are like a family to me. And I’m so lucky to have them.” Next to her, Lark, from Sassy’s, informed me, “If I win, I’m going to get a new track bike, a Kawasaki 250.” When Luka Bazooka was asked how she would celebrate a big victory, she didn’t even blink before telling me, “A cat jungle. I’ve been saying it on Facebook for weeks. I’m not joking.”

Returning to the judge’s table, I bumped into Soren High, of Mystic, her left hand in a bandage wrap. “I hit someone in the face. Basically, I was drinking tequila in Los Angeles and woke up with a broken hand.” With multiple fractures, the petite pole artist had an admirably positive outlook, “I’m left hand dominant with my spins and lifts and the doctor took the cast off for this. I’m getting a hard cast put on tomorrow.”

The show began! Salome, from Sassy’s, slithered to the stage—her face adorned in glittering scales and a very-real snakeskin decorating her hair. As she descended gracefully from the pole, she took shears to her nude body suit and I shivered. When Luka Bazooka was called to stage, a half-nude policewoman (that I recognized from Lucky Devil Lounge) was attacked by The Dark Knight’s Bane. Next to me, fellow judge Lady Stockholm giggled, unable to hide her arousal. When Luka, aka Bane, finally removed her mask, the crowd screamed in approval.

Lexi, from Club 205, delicately ascended the side stage when it was her turn. The delicately muscular and lovely dancer delivered a fabulous homage to Natalie Portman’s Black Swan. The feathers on her shoes whispered as she moved effortlessly. Orchid Souris Rouge uniquely utilized an aerial fabric sling for the first portion of her set, then sashayed to each stage where she gracefully pole danced. When Soren High returned, she had donned her infamous pig mask and black sheer dress while dragging fellow dancer, Rian, on a ball-gag leash behind her. Even with a busted hand, her tricks were seamless. I’ve always wondered what oral sex looked like, piggy-style. Two of the evenings eventual finalists, Jordan, of Golden Dragon, and Envy, of Mystic, both had such an army of supporters rushing the stage that the judges had to stand on their chairs in order to observe their amazing feats of nudity.

At press time, both Semi-Finals have taken place to capacity crowds at both Wild Orchid and Mystic Gentlemen’s Club, resulting in our first two groups of finalists. Select contestants from previous rounds have been awarded one more chance at the Semi-Final Wild Card Round which will have returned to Wild Orchid on Friday, November 30 where 5 more hopefuls will join the first 11 finalists at the Finals. Since we can’t see the future, we would like to present you with the…

MISS EXOTIC OREGON 2013 FINALISTS (SO FAR)

Jordan - Golden Dragon
Envy - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Luka Bazooka
Cricket - Devils Point
Maggie - Sassy’s Bar & Grill /Mary’s Club
Melrose - Wild Orchid
Armani - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Belle - Firehouse Cabaret (Salem)
Luna - Club Rouge
Lark - Sassy’s Bar & Grill
Soren High - Mystic Gentlemen’s Club

Next stop will be at the one we’ve all been waiting for, the Miss Exotic Oregon 2013 Finals at Dante’s in downtown Portland on Friday, December 7 where the winner will be revealed at last! For VIP tables and advance ticket sales, email us at missexoticoregon@xmag.com.
BABES, BOOZE AND B MOVIES!

Rosen City Strip

3620 SE 35TH PL • 503-239-1004
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY

MEN'S SHIRTS $15
WOMEN'S SHIRTS $15

AUDITIONS - DANCERS, CALL FOR A SHIFT TODAY! 503-935-7584
Morgan
FROM
SAFARI
SHOWLCUB
HOT, EROTIC
WEBCAM SHOWS
AS LOW AS
99¢ PER MIN.

WWW.EXOTIC
CAMSCOM
I smoke weed every day. It’s not important whether or not I do this legally, for medical reasons or otherwise, because I started smoking it as a rebellious teenager and I will continue smoking it until my slutty teenage wife pulls the plug on me in the retirement home to collect on her fortune. Sure, it’s a great (if not necessary) alternative to the pain medication I was using before, but that’s just a plus. I love smoking weed. I love the taste, I love the way it makes sex feel, I love what it does to music and I can’t think of a single issue of Exotic that wasn’t written by a mostly-stoned staff. Yet, I voted a firm no on Oregon’s recent ballot measure to legalize, regulate and commercialize marijuana. Here’s why.
I commercialize marijuana. Here’s why. I’m no fan on Oregon's recent ballot measure to legalize, regulate and sell marijuana. While I love what it does to music and I can’t think of a single issue that it can't be used to treat (as a matter of fact, there are hundreds of conditions for which marijuana has been shown to be effective), I’m not sure that this is a good idea. I believe that we need to address the underlying problems that led to the current state of affairs, not just focus on making it legal. For instance, we should be working on improving the availability of legal sources for prescription drugs and other substances. Medicinally, there are hundreds of alternative Eastern medicine dispensaries in any given metropolitan area—all of which provide tried-and-tested remedies for any ailment you can think of.

Why, then, are we not living in a corn-fueled, hemp-wrapped cancer-free utopia? Because gigantic corporations spend trillions of dollars channeling money into legislation that guarantees everything, from organic food to Obama bumper stickers are produced using the means, materials and manpower provided by the same companies responsible for unmanned military drones, deadly prescription drugs and anything in between. Confusing ability with willingness is something Liberals did in 2008 when they elected a supposed anti-war, pot-friendly president who has authorized more unprovoked military strikes and pot raids than the three previous presidents combined; it’s an innocent, but, deadly trend.

I was actually busted for weed a few years ago. I was pulled over, asked if I had pot, reminded the officer that I was a DJ in Oregon and expected a slap on the wrist. Two hours later, at the police station, I was told by the arresting officer that he “didn’t give a shit about weed (and) just wanted to give a shit about weed” (probation-officer-doesn’t-hear-about-it, parents-won’t-get-a-call traffic ticket). Quantitatively, Denver views jaywalking as a crime a dozen times worse than marijuana, or at least they did before the Mile High (pun intended) City decided to regulate, legislate and legalize the act of walking across the street... er... smoking weed. With a groundbreaking (and virtually Fed-appeasing) medical marijuana program that set the bar for ours already in action, Colorado decided to follow in the regressive, self-cannibalizing tradition of their sports teams and, well, we’ll see how well they do come January.

Since gangbangers don’t have guns and prescription drugs are never sold to teenagers by dealers, it only makes sense that once marijuana is legalized, entire cities of grow operations will come crumbling to a halt as pushermen are forced into cubicles and nametags, right? Sarcasm aside, all that will happen is a drop in the price of coke and a rise in the availability of trailerpark meth. Aside from a handful of ethical heads, most in-it-for-the-business dealers will just switch to pot. Additionally, dealers with lower moral statures will take the same approach as weapons—marketing marijuana toward those too young, too criminal or too poor to purchase it legally. This is, of course, if the already-established guidelines regarding THC content in retail marijuana stay in place. Growers will stay in (illegal) business if they continue to provide the chronic, while Monsanto Schwag gets sold to the suckers at Liquor Stop.

There are only so many words one can cram onto a sticky page in a skin rag. Before 502 passed, Washington police were required to prove “visible impairment” before giving someone a DUI for marijuana. Now they only need a blood sample, one that proves you’ve smoked a joint within the last five days (this is basically the threshold for their made-up limit for what constitutes “intoxicated”). Further, too many questions remain unaddressed by supporters. Who funded the billboards and glossy ballot measure advertisements? What did the federal government do to California when they tried to legalize marijuana possession, sale and delivery be better than a corporate-friendly, user-restrictive bureaucracy?

Bad laws are always appealed by a radical paradigm shift and subsequent revolution. Jim Crowe laws didn’t work, domestic partnerships didn’t work and Don’t Ask Don’t Tell didn’t work. I hope I’m wrong about everything I’ve written up until this paragraph, but history proves otherwise.

Now pass that shit to talesfromthdjbooth.com
SALEM

ADULT SHOP
155 Lancaster Dr SE (503) 585-8288
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie 24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3113 River Rd (503) 390-4371
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie 10am-Mid / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
2410 Mission St S (503) 763-3566
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade, Lingerie 24 Hours / 7 Days

BOB’S ADULT BOOKS
3815 State St (503) 363-3846
Adul Books, Videos, 63 Ch. Arcade and Mini-theatre 9am-2am / 7 Days

EVA’S BOUTIQUE
5530 Commercial St SE (503) 763-6754
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties Mon-Thru 10am-Mid, Fri-Sat 10am-2am

EVA’S BOUTIQUE
3593 Silverton Rd NE (503) 385-8111
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties Mon-Thru 10am-Mid, Fri-Sat 10am-2am

THE FIREHOUSE CABARET
5762 Portland Rd NE (503) 393-4782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

HARD CANDY
940 Commercial St NE (503) 365-2802
Full Bar, Full Menu, 2 stages Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 4pm-2:30am

PREZLEY’S PLAYHOUSE
3803 Commercial St SE (503) 371-1565
Full Bar, Full Menu, Light-Up Dance Floor And Pole 2pm-2:30am / 7 Days

SPICE VIDEO
3473 Silverton Rd (503) 370-7080
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade 24 Hours / 7 Days

Coos Bay

BACHELOR’S INN
63721 Edwards Rd (541) 266-8827
1 Stage, Full Bar, Full Menu Mon - Sat 4pm - 2am, Sun 6pm - 2am

Corvallis

ADULT SHOP
2315 9th St NW (541) 754-7039
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie 10am-2am / 7 Days

Eugene

ADULT SHOP
290 River Rd (541) 688-5411
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie 24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
720 Garfield St (541) 345-2873
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie Mon-Thurs 8am-12am, Fri-Sat 24 Hours

ADULT SHOP
86784 Franklin Blvd (541) 636-3203
Videos, Magazines, Books, Multi Ch. Arcade, Novelties, Lingerie 8am-Midnight / 7 Days

B & D DISTRIBUTORS
710 W 6th Ave (541) 683-8999
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room 24 Hours / 7 Days

THE NILE
1030 Highway 99 N (541) 688-1869
Bar, Food, Dancers Mon-Sat Noon-2am, Sun 3pm-12am

SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2620 W 10th Pl (541) 485-2303
Beer & Wine, Food, 3 Stages Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

GERVAIS

LAST CHANCE SALOON
7650 Checkered Board Ct (503) 792-5100
Full Bar, Lottery, 1 Stage Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 1pm-2:30am

Klamath Falls

THE ALBATROSS
5711 S 6th St (541) 882-0145
1 Stage, Beer and Wine, Lottery Mon-Sat 3pm-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

LINCOLN CITY

IMAGINE THAT II
2159 NW Highway 101, Suite C (541) 996-6600
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelty Gifts Sun-Thur 10am-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-Mid

Medford

ADULT LAND
2755 South Pacific Highway (541) 770-5493
Videos, Magazines, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie Mon-Thur 9am-10pm, Fri & Sat 10am-Mid Sun 10am-9pm

ADULT SHOP
261 Barnett Rd (541) 772-5220
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie 24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
2755 South Pacific Highway (541) 776-9864
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes Mon-Thur 9am-10pm, Fri & Sat 10am-1am, Closed on Sundays

CASTLE MAGASTERO
1113 Progress Dr (541) 608-9540
Videos, Magazines, Novelties, Clothes 9am-1am / 7 Days

Springfield

B & B ADULT VIDEO
2289 Olympic St (541) 726-7317
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room 24 Hours / 7 Days

Brick House
136 4th St (541) 988-1612
Full Bar, Full Menu, Dancers, 1 Stage, 2 Cages Mon-Sat 3pm-2:30am

CASTLE MAGASTERO
3270 Gateway (541) 988-9226
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes Sun-Thur 8am-2:30, Fri & Sat 8am-3am

Clu 144
144 Main St (541) 726-7299
Full Bar, Full Menu, Dancers And 1 Stage Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 3pm-2:30am

EXCLUSIVELY ADULT
1166 South A St (541) 726-6969
Videos, Magazines, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie 24 Hours / 7 Days

PHIL’S CLUBHOUSE
1195 Main St (541) 741-0402
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery, 2 Stages, Pool

SHAKERS BAR AND GRILL
1195 Main St (541) 736-5177
Full Bar, Full Menu, Dancers Noon-2:30am / 7 Days

Sweet Illusions
1636 South A St (541) 762-1503
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lingerie Noon-2:30am / 7 Days

The Dalles

ADULT SHOP
306 W 6th St (541) 298-1874
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade 8am-2am / 7 Days

The Riverside
1501 8th St (541) 922-4112
2 Stages, Full Bar, Full Menu, Tue-Thu 4pm-2:30am, Fri 11am-2:30am, Sat & Sun Noon-2:30am, Closed Mon

Adult Entertainment: 6pm-2am

Did We Miss A Location? Let Us Know!
Phone: 503.241.4317
Fax: 503.914.0439
Email: info@xmag.com

40 exotic magazine | xmag.com
SINFERNO cabaret
sex & service industry night
SUNDAYS
9pm to 2am

DANTE'S
3rd & Burnside
Portland, Oregon

FEATURING: Amazing Barleque Performers • Fire Dancers • Bante • Belly Dancers • Behranchere • Master Magician Reed McClintock • Pole Dancers • DJ Kenny • Mini-Marilyn Manson • Live Master • Vaudeville Acts • Miss Stock • The Berline Twins • Trapeze Artists • Fire Jugglers • Aerialists • Cuddlerromics • Encee Del Jordan • DJ Nestor • Basics & Butter • Travelling Circus Sideshow • Striptease Artists • Go Go Dancers • Queens of Ex-SpillFlopgirls • Sword Swallowers • Fozzie The Depressed Easter Bunny • Encee Ed Foreman • DJ Mr. MuMu • And One Man's Lifelong Quest To Find The Truth About His Missing Vagina, Encee Andrew Harris
Holiday Ho Ho Hos

Dear Santa,
[] I've been good this year.
[] OK, most of the time.
[] Once in awhile.
[] Nevermind, I'll buy my own presents.

I DON'T ALWAYS FOLLOW THE NAUGHTY LIST

BUT WHEN I DO, IT'S SO I KNOW WHICH GIRLS TO VISIT IN THE "OFF" SEASON

I HEARD THE STUFF ANGELS WERE HUNG!
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 16
AT 9PM
DURING
STrippAROAKe!
HUGE
PRIZES
MUSTACHE
RIDeS

8th Annual
BAD CHRISTMAS SWEATER
& MUSTACHE CONTEST!

DEVILS
POINT
5305 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM, 7 DAYS A WEEK • FACEBOOK.COM/DPPDX
Ask almost any stripper the things they would like most this holiday season, and the two most likely answers would be, more money and fewer douchebags in my club.

Big wishes aside, it's true that, while it's the thought that counts, the most intimate gifts are those selected specifically for the recipient—regardless of monetary cost. My most treasured tip was a birthday gift of a memory stick filled with hard-to-find blues-rock. Although it hardly cost anything to create and wasn't much to look at, I still affectionately recall the man who made it for me and I think my tiny, stripper-Grinch heart grew a size or two that day.

The See’s Candy Man began bringing me little boxes of chocolates back when I was a newbie dancer, still relegated to dismally slow day shifts. While I was never really one for sweets, I appreciated the thought, until the day I saw Candy Man at the Lloyd Center mall with an enormous See’s bag in his hand. It hadn’t occurred to me that he had likely been doling them out to a dozen dancers. While I wasn't offended, he seemed embarrassed and I never saw him after that.

The Foot Fetish Guy bought me stockings from Sock Dreams that same year, which was also quite nice, even if it was a bit self-serving. But, you’d better believe that every time I saw his car pull in to the parking lot, I hurried backstage to pull those things on.

From poetry and Betsey Johnson pajamas, to Dave’s Killer Bread and books. And I’m not the only one. Valkyrie, from Aeropologie, told me: “I get Magic the Gathering cards, comic books, Game Stop gift certificates and metal CDs!” Holladay, at Pirate’s Cove, had this to say, “Alongside cash on my rack, some tips I received in my career included: a bag of fresh vegetables, a bottle of Jameson, designer chicken feed for my hens, a 2008 cabernet and homemade soaps. I also have been given a gift-wrapped Shun kitchen knife, a designer chicken feed for my hens, a 2008 cabernet and homemade soaps. I also have been given a gift-wrapped Shun kitchen knife, a clam hand puppet, books, costumes and once, I had a Lonesome’s Pizza delivered right to my rack! To be fair, I do sometimes bake pies and bring teas in for my regulars to thank them!” Oasis, from Mystic, has even received, “Asparagus from my favorite regular—grown in his own garden.”

I sometimes wonder the motivation for these gifts. I’m often wary of food, and no matter how tempting, I always throw it out. The very kind Indian man who began bringing me spicy, curried chicken was probably harmless, but I was suspicious of anyone who would bring me food—especially since it was unsolicited. I recall the bright orange meat splattering up at me, but I never took a bite and never told him. I always politely refused, but he insisted. I still imagine him jerking off in to the sauce, which over time, I have come to believe is the most plausible reason why a stranger would want to feed me. Maybe it’s the germaphobe in me, or perhaps I read too much true crime, but I like to know exactly what is going in my mouth. [Insert dick joke here]

Then there was the Korean woman who, two summers ago, for one month, would visit Lucky Devil Lounge’s Wednesday evening shift and write us personal checks for the amount of $10 each. Two things always both-
amount of $10 each. Two things always shift and write us personal checks for the Lucky Devil Lounge’s Wednesday evening two summers ago, for one month, would visit here what is going in my mouth. [Insert dick joke much true crime, but I like to know exactly the germaphobe in me, or perhaps I read too stranger would want to feed me. Maybe it’s to believe is the most plausible reason why a in to the sauce, which over time, I have come and never told him. I always politely refused, meat smiling up at me, but I never took a bite it was unsolicited. I recall the bright orange harmless, but I was suspicious of anyone ing me spicy, curried chicken was probably The very kind Indian man who began bring- matter how tempting, I always throw it out. these gifts. I’m often wary of food, and no Mystic, has even received, “Asparagus from my favorite regular—pies and bring teas in for my regulars to thank them!” Oasis, from Pizza delivered right to my rack! To be fair, I do sometimes bake clam hand puppet, books, costumes and once, I had a Lonesome’s soaps. I also have been given a gift-wrapped Shun kitchen knife, a designer chicken feed for my hens, a 2008 cabernet and homemade my career included: a bag of fresh vegetables, a bottle of Jameson, had this to say, “Alongside cash on my rack, some tips I received in Stop gift certificates and metal CDs!” Holladay, at Pirate’s Cove, lis, told me; “I get Magic the Gathering cards, comic books, Game Bread and books. And I’m not the only one. Valkyrie, from Acropo- in to the parking lot, I hurried backstage to pull those things on. that same year, which was also quite nice, even if it was a bit self- While I wasn’t offended, he seemed embarrassed and I never saw ter mall with an enormous Sees bag in his hand. It hadn’t occurred ated the thought, until the day I saw Candy Man at the Lloyd Cen- slow day shifts. While I was never really one for sweets, I appreci- lates back when I was a newbie dancer, still relegated to dismally think my tiny, stripper-Grinch heart grew a size or two that day. Although it hardly cost anything to create and wasn’t much to look birthday gift of a memory stick filled with hard-to-find blues-rock. recipient—regardless of monetary cost. My most-treasured tip was a the most intimate gifts are those selected specifically for the re-
Jesse Lindsay is a traveling freelance artist and designer, currently living in Portland. The artist’s work in the public sphere ranges from book illustration and graphic design to gallery showings and film. When not drunk out of his mind, incarcerated or in court, most of Jesse’s time is spent creating surreal images and sculptures, while working at the strip bar he’s currently bouncing at or attempting to retrace the steps alcohol has taken for him.

WHAT INSPIRES YOU?

Normally it’s a combination of boredom, a disinterest in normal people and very psychedelic dreams I’ve had for as far back as I can remember. Even as a kid, I was always sketching surreal shit, in between making art out of dead things or burning bibles. And money. Stacking paper and “get’n it” are major inspirations, as I’m totally unemployable in the normal working world.

IF YOU COULD HAVE SEX WITH ANY OF YOUR PIECES, WHICH ONE WOULD IT BE AND WHY?

Honestly, I think about this a lot. I think I would just like to grab a handful of the fairies and beat off like I’m trying to start a fire. Or, it would be with the fully-automatic Nerf machine gun I customized, but it would have to be a three-way, as I’d need it held to my head by its muse.

DOES PAINTING FAERIES HELP OR HURT YOUR ABILITY TO GET LAID?

A little of both. My work has always attracted a lot of attention from girls, but morbidly obese and/or goth girls get real in to it, which is bittersweet. A lot of 16-year olds dig on them, as well. On the other hand, most people see them (and my name) and assume I’m gay or female, so I get a lot of dick pics sent to me with text like, “I’ll bet you’re as sexy as the women you draw” or “Wanna be my fairy/paint with my magic wand/suckle my Hogwarts/etc?” I reply in a like manner, but so far it’s been helpful.

DO YOU HAVE ANY MAJOR INTERESTS OTHER THAN ART?

Drinking. I love to research weird shit. I collect occult/medical antiques, but most of my time is spent making art, working on music projects, videos and shows. One of my primary focus has been customizing and modifying Nerf guns on commission (and as a life-squandering hobby).

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT INCORPORATING NERF GUNS INTO YOUR WORK, WHETHER LITERALLY OR IN SPIRIT?

I have actually! I have about a dozen designs in the works using guns and other items on mounted and/or interactive art pieces for a gallery project I plan on launching early next year. As well as, some photo shoots and live events we are working on.

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE FULL HOUSE CAST MEMBER AND HOW/WHY IS HE/SHE RELEVANT TO YOUR CREATIVE PROCESS?

Joey Lawrence. I can’t even take a shit without thinking about that guy!
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FROLICS SUPERSTORE

It's My Birthday, But Come See The Presents I Have for You!

CHECK OUT OUR BRAND NEW ARCADE ROOMS WITH OVER 1,000 CHANNELS AND OUR NEW PREVIEW ROOMS WITH BIG SCREEN HD TVS!

- NEW STRIPPER CLOTHES, LINGERIE & SHOES ADDED WEEKLY!
- FROLICS IS YOUR "ONE-STOP ADULT SHOP!"
- HOLIDAY SUPER SALE—UP TO 50% OFF!
- CUM 'N' GO SHOWS FOR JUST $25!
- 24/7 ATM!

HIRING DANCERS
CALL/TEXT 503-883-1931 FOR MORE INFO!

WWW.TASTEFULTOYS.COM
8845 NE SANDY BLVD
PORTLAND, OR • 503-408-0958

ALSO, CHECK OUT BABYGIRL, HALEY, SIN & VERONICA!
Happy Holidays
For the gifts your cheeky little helper really wants, come to Spartacus

Costumes, accessories, lingerie, shoes and toys.
Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Now hiring girls 18+.
To schedule an audition, contact Nichole at (503) 933-3515

Roosters
Dancers Wanted
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling.
For auditions/bookings (503) 286-1351

All-New Boom Boom Room!
Call (503) 919-9644
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

Stars Cabaret
1550 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

Cabaret
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over. Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm.
Call (503) 252-3529

New Attitude! No Drama! Lower Fees!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts.
Please contact the club for schedule and audition info at (503) 350-0868

Club Rouge is Hiring Portland’s Top Entertainers
Drop-in auditions are 6pm-8pm Mon.-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936

Now Hiring Dancers
21+ for Pirate’s Cove and dancers 18+ for Riverside Corral.
Call (503) 791-2880 Auditions Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays.

Bottoms Up is Auditioning!
Now auditioning 18 & over. We offer initial training for inexperienced dancers. Call for details.
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844

Lucky Devil & Devils Point
Now hiring talented entertainers 18+
Email pics and availability to shifts@dancerbooking.com

The All-New Stars Cabaret Bridgeport
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best!
Call (503) 726-2403

Devil Dancer Promotions
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies.
Make more $$$ than God!
18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now! www.DevilDancer.com

Big Money ...... No Drama!
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary. Pussycats - 4 Portland locations
(503) 690-2337

Webcam Models Wanted!
www.CandeeShopStudios.com
Women and couples
Earn up to $2,000 per WEEK!
Call or email Candee TODAY!
Recruiters@candeeshopstudios.com
(503) 910-5246

Dennis Hof’s World Famous Bunny Ranch
Now hiring fun girls! If you are over 18, outgoing, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Suzette a call TOLL FREE (888) 286-6972, or (775) 346-9901
We will work around your schedule and provide housing.
Visit us at www.BunnyRanch.com
(You don’t have to be on T.V.)

Girls Wanted!
Annie’s Saloon — Astoria, Oregon.
(503) 791-2880 Auditions Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays.

Male Dancers Needed
Work for a mostly exclusive female clientele. 18 & over.
Fun atmosphere.
Call Laurie (503) 396-8585

Wild Orchid
Now hiring dancers!
Daily auditions from 1pm-5pm.
Call (503) 737-7180 for more info!

Seeking Escort Superstars!
Experience not necessary
We screen/book. Safety is #1.
Email 3 recent photos & contact number to FrancescaPDX@gmail.com

The Pallas Club and Dream On Saloon
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
Call clubs or Seven (503) 752-9133 for Pallas Club or Jersey (503) 428-1760 for Dream On Saloon for scheduling.

Newest Strip Club in Downtown Portland
Hiring dancers, no experience needed, will train! Call (503) 819-4345

Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make www.TUSCL.com’s TOP 100 strip clubs in North America list.
We are fun and drama free. If you liked the movie “Dusk Til Dawn,” then you’re going to love us!
Shift fee is only $1!
18+, no experience necessary.
Auditions every Fri. and Sat. at Casa Diablo, 324 SW 3rd Ave, Located Downtown
(503) 274-1900
Open Mon.-Fri. 2pm - Sunset
Sat & Sun 6pm - Sunset
18 & Over

ManScaping
Body hair grooming for men by male technician.
(503) 841-0385 • ManScapingPDX.com

Hot Gay & Bi Locals
Listen to ads FREE!
Send messages FREE!
Portland (503) 299-9911
Seattle (206) 877-0877
Use FREE code 5977

Lingerie Shop for Sale
• Well Established – 16+ Years in Business!
• Rock Solid Lease – High-Traffic Location
• Recently Remodeled
• Turnkey Business
Start Making Money Immediately!
503-592-0701

Dancers, Are You Tired Of The Scheduling Hassles?
Tired Of Fines? Work Whenever The Fuck You Want!
Auditions Daily Any Time.
CLASSIFIEDS

GETTING CHILLY IN OREGON?
WORK WHERE THE TEMPERATURE IS 85° RIGHT NOW!

See Our Video On YouTube
Search “ClubGSpotGuam”

CLUB G SPOT
on the U.S. island of GUAM!

DANCERS WANTED!
Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!

Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!

- free round-trip airfare
- housing provided
- additional $450/week salary
- drink & dance commissions + tips!
- Guam’s weather is 80 - 90 degrees all year round

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific.
Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and the military.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net

VOLUPTAS

TOLESS LINGERIE NIGHTCLUB

GUAM’S NEWEST CLUB

WORK AND PLAY ON A BEAUTIFUL, TROPICAL AMERICAN ISLAND!

WEEKLY PAY, PLUS TIPS AND DRINK/DANCE COMMISSIONS!

NO HOUSE FEES!
AIRFARE INCLUDED!
HOUSING INCLUDED!

MUST BE 18 +

(671) 649-7409 OR VOLUPTASGUAM@YAHOO.COM

GUAM’S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE WARMTH OF PARADISE
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE FOR $150/DAY!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY! $4500 WEEKLY SALARY + DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE. EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO CLUBFOXY@TELEGUAM.NET - CONTACT NORMAN (671) 688-0405

(671) 988-4405
CLUBFOXY@TELEGUAM.NET
WWW.CLUBFOXY.US

CLUB U.S.A.

TUMON GUAM

THE HOTTEST ADULT NIGHTCLUB IN GUAM

ATTENTION DANCERS

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $4500!
Relax On Beautiful White Sand Beaches
Overlooking Crystal Clear Ocean Waters!

FREE ROUND TRIP AIRFARE!
Guam’s Club USA Showclub Offers Entertainers, The Opportunity Of A Lifetime!

FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
Call Today.....Call Now!
1-671-688-5235

DANCE & DRINK COMMISSIONS PLUS TIPS PAID TO YOU NIGHTLY

www.clubusaguam.com
E-Mail Us At pat@clubusaguam.com
1-671-688-5235
PMB 781 SUITE 101
1270 N. MARINE CORPS DR.
TAMuning, Guam U.S.A. 96913-4331
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**Dream Girls**

- Large Military Presence
- Over 1 Million Tourists Per Year
- Club Located In The Heart Of The Tourist Entertainment District

**Dancers**

- Free Round Trip (Conditions Apply)
- Housing Provided
- Weekly Salary
- Drink & Dance Commissions
- Plus Tips!
- Live A Lavish, Tropical Life While Earning Top $s$ on the U.S. Territory of Guam!

**CALL**

671-686-3266 OR 671-727-6140

**Or Email**

GuamDreamGirls2@yahoo.com

WWW.MYSpace.COM/GuamDreamGirls

---

**Jody's Bar & Grill**

Portland's Only Fully-Nude Sports Bar

Open 7 Days A Week • 7AM-2:30AM

12035 NE Glisan St

www.myspace.com/JodysBarAndGrill

**NOW HIRING MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS FOR ONE OF THE NORTHWEST'S PREMIER GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS!**

- Must Be Determined & Dependable
- Top-Quality Clientele Offering Big $$$ Opportunities
- Friendly, Safe & Secure Environment
- Earn Cash Daily!

**CALL MEL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS (503) 415-1302**
GRAND OPENING WEEKEND
DECEMBER 7-8
ADULT FILM STAR
TRISHA UPTOWN
SHOWTIMES
DECEMBER 7
6PM - 9PM AND MIDNIGHT
DECEMBER 8
6PM - 9PM AND MIDNIGHT
NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS

3390 NE Sandy Blvd • Portland, Oregon 97232 • Contact: 503.894.8722

WE CARRY WATERPIPES, HANDPIPES, DETOX, SCALES, KRATOM, ROLLING PAPERS & MUCH MORE!

1712 E Burnside St Portland, OR 97214
(503) 206-7731

2 LOCATIONS
3619 SE Division St
Portland, OR 97202
(971) 229-1760

exotic magazine  |  xmag.com
LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE
633 SE POWELL BLVD
(503) 206-7350
OPEN 11AM-2:30AM, 7 DAYS A WEEK
WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM | WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LDLPDX
Carnaval
MALE REVUE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN 18 & OVER
Hot, Steamy Men—Guaranteed To Get You Wet!

THURSDAYS AMATEUR NIGHT
Come Cheer On Your Favorite Newcomers!
FRIDAYS GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT
SATURDAYS GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT

ALWAYS HIRING!
Auditions Held Thursdays @ 10pm
During Amateur Night

330 SW 3RD AVE / 503-227-1527
(Location Downtown)
Ryder

THE GOLDEN DRAGON EXOTIC CLUB
324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

18 & OVER!

Come Try Our New Bed Dances!

HOT LAP DANCES • PRIVATE VIP ROOMS

www.facebook.com/GoldenDragonClub
2 ALL-NEW STAGES & LIGHTING - 5 VIP SUITES - FULL BAR & MENU - 4 POOL TABLES

$1,000 PALLAS PRINCESS CONTEST
LAST CHANCE TO QUALIFY
FRIDAY, DEC 14

$1,000 PALLAS PRINCESS FINALE
FRIDAY, JAN 4
GIVING AWAY LOTS OF MONEY!!!

AT PALLAS
SUNDAYS - OLCC SERVICE INDUSTRY NIGHT
WEDNESDAYS - BAD GIRL WEDNESDAYS
LADIES GET ALL THE SPECIALS!
FREE WI-FI

Dream On Saloon
15620 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-8763
FACEBOOK.COM/DREAMONSTARK
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30AM-2AM
SUN 1PM-2AM

Now Hiring Sexy & Classy Entertainers 18 & Over
CALL SEVEN @ 503.752.9133 FOR PALLAS CLUB & JERSEY @ 503.428.1760 FOR DREAM ON • MINORS’ AUDITIONS ONLY AT PALLAS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE & FREE USE OF TANNING BED AT PALLAS FOR HOUSE ENTERTAINERS
PORTLAND'S PREMIER POLE DANCING CONTEST!
$2,000 IN CASH PRIZES!

(SPONSORED BY HEAT GENTLEMEN'S CLUB & CLUB 205)
* OPEN TO ALL

PORTLAND’S PREMIER POLE DANCING CONTEST
WEDNESDAY, DEC 19
$2,000 IN CASH PRIZES
(OPEN TO ALL)

HAPPY HOUR BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 5PM DAILY

2-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

www.Club205Live.com
9939 SE Stark St · Portland, OR 97216
503.256.0527 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover

For Auditions Call
503.619.5602

www.HeatGentlemensClub.com
12131 SE Holgate Blvd · Portland, OR 97266
503.762.2857 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover

FEATURING ALL YOUR PARTY BUS AND LIMO NEEDS FROM ALL AMERICAN LIMOUSINE—503-956-2601
BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17939 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224
TOY DRIVE - SAT, DEC 15
BRING IN A NEW, UNWRAPPED TOY AND GET IN FOR FREE!
ALL TOYS ARE DONATED TO TOYS FOR TOTS AND
SHRINERS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL!
NEW YEAR'S EVE - MON, DEC 31
PARTY PACKAGES AVAILABLE!

BEAVERTON
503.350.0868 • 4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • 97005
TOY DRIVE - FRI, DEC 14
BRING IN A NEW, UNWRAPPED TOY AND GET IN FOR FREE!
ALL TOYS ARE DONATED TO TOYS FOR TOTS AND
SHRINERS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL!
FREE CHRISTMAS DINNER - TUE, DEC 25
OPEN AT 4PM
NYE PARTY - MON, DEC 31
THE ORIGINAL BASH! WITH SPECIAL NYE PACKAGES
INCLUDING CHAMPAGNE AND DINNER!
LET'S NOT FORGET THE FAMOUS BALL DROP!

SALEM
503.370.8063 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301
DIAMONDS ARE A GIRL'S BEST FRIEND!
THURSDAYS ARE LADIES' NIGHT!
LADIES, SELECT YOUR OWN BRILLIANT GEMSTONE!
PERSPECTIVE YOU'LL BE THE LUCKY GIRL WHO CHOOSES THE
STARS CABARET DIAMOND WORTH $1,000!!!
HUMP DAY HOLIDAY!
WED, 12/12/12
GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN WITH SANTA!
HE'LL HAVE GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!
GUYS, FEEL FREE TO RE-GIFT TO
YOUR GIRLFRIEND OR WIFE!
CHRISTMAS IN PARADISE!
FRI, DEC 21
"IF THE WORLD DOESN'T END"
HAIRY MAN SHIRTS & GRASS SKIRTS!
ENJOY A TRADITIONAL ISLAND BUFFET
AND AUTHENTIC MUSIC BY LONG HISS GOODNIGHT!
NEW YEAR'S EVE
BLACK AND WHITE PARTY
FREE primer ribs all night with
ONLY $5 COVER!

WWW.STARSCABARET.COM
$5 LUNCH SPECIAL MON-FRI 11AM-6PM ALL LOCATIONS • FREE PRIME RIB 6-9PM ON PAID REMISSION MON • SALEM & BRIDGEPORT WED • BEAVERTON
NOW HIRING TOP NW ENTERTAINERS AND STAFF. APPLY IN PERSON AT ALL LOCATIONS.